OUTCOME STORY

THE TEAM AND TOOLS FOR
GREATER PERFORMANCE
PROVIDED BY COMPUTACENTER AND GOOGLE CHROME OS
Proactive retailers know they can’t sit still on
customer experience or employee productivity.
But empowering frontline employees to do
more can’t come at the expense of uncertain ROI,
long lead times or disproportionate burdens on the
IT team. Increasingly, retailers recognise the value
Computacenter and Google Chrome OS can bring.
One example is a highly successful multi-channel retailer.
This international market-leader has an ambitious
strategy to open more stores to add to its existing 500+
store estate. It is now working with Computacenter as part
of a wide-ranging review into its employee device strategy.
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Computacenter started by seeking to understand the
real-life requirements of the business and its employees.
The retailer had already completed an internal analysis
of different workstreams within the business, which
Computacenter is now augmenting with workplace
persona analysis to create more exacting definitions
of employee requirements for apps and devices.
Advisors are also discussing difficulties the retailer
has experienced in managing a mixed estate of end
user devices.
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Google Chrome OS, Chromebooks and
Chrome-enabled devices have become
central to the organisation’s plans.
The cloud-based Google Chrome OS
operating system is ideal for many retail
environments, particularly where devices
may be shared between employees
– for example, during shift changes or
in training scenarios. Google Chrome OS
works seamlessly with collaboration
tools such as Microsoft 365 and Zoom,
and Google Chrome OS devices constantly
cache data – meaning if a busy shop floor
had a WiFi outage, employees can still be
productive offline. Security is another key
consideration. Google Chrome OS security
updates are automated, fully encrypted
data is held in the cloud, and there’s no
need for separate antivirus software.

After a successful pilot, Computacenter
is now advising the organisation on
Google Chrome OS device management,
including exploring a ‘buy and store’
approach that will protect the enterprise
from future supply chain disruption.
Additional Google Chrome OS usage,
including for digital signage, stock
taking, and self-service, is also firmly
on the agenda.

Overall, the retailer is
looking to expand its Google
Chrome OS footprint and to
deepen its relationship with
Computacenter, confident
these relationships will
deliver long-term value,
and an enhanced employee
and customer experience.

DISCOVER MORE
To learn more about Computacenter and Google Chrome OS,
including information on a six, to eight week pilot,
please contact your Computacenter Account Manager,
email enquiries@computacenter.com or call 01707 631000.

